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Abstract
FAQFinderis a Web-based, natural language
question-answering system. It answers a user’s
question by searching the Usenet Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQ)files for a similar FAQ
question, and displaying its answer to the
user. To find the most similar FAQquestion,
FAQFindermeasures similarity in part by using
WordNet(Miller, 1990). To increase the accuracy of the similarity metric, we have incorporated an automated WordNetsense tagger into
the process. In this paper, we showthat the use
of this sense tagger improvesFAQFinder’smatching accuracy. Weargue that WordNetsense tagging can also be used in moregeneral Websearch
tasks.
Introduction
FAQFinder(Burke, et al., 1997) is a Web-based, natural language question-answering system which uses
Usenet Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) files to answer users’ questions. Since FAQfiles are written in
question-and-answer format, FAQFinder tries to answer a user’s question by retrieving the answer of a similar FAQquestion, if one exists. Currently, FAQFinder
uses a library of over 600 FAQfiles, allowing it to answer questions about a broad range of subjects. Figure 1 shows the initial FAQFinderscreen where a user
question is entered as natural language. FAQFinder
canbe foundat http://faqfinder.
ics.uci.edu.
Given a user question, FAQFinder matches it with
a FAQquestion in 2 stages. In the first stage, relevant
FAQfiles are identified using the SMART
information
retrieval system (Salton, 1971). FAQFinderdisplays
the 5 highest-ranked FAQfiles to the user, whoselects
the file which looks most promising. Figure 2 shows a
screen where the top 5 files are presented to the user.
In the second stage, FAQFindercalculates a similarity score for each question in the selected FAQfile as
compared to the user question, using three metrics:
term vector similarity, coverage, and semantic similarity. Semantic similarity is calculated using WordNet (Miller, 1990), and involves finding the minimum

path length between WordNet concepts (called synonym sets or synsets) referred to by words in the user
and FAQquestions. The system displays up to 5 bestmatching FAQquestions (if their similarity measures
pass a certain threshold) to the user, whocan then view
the answers to one or more of these questions. Figure
3 shows a screen where the top 5 FAQquestions are
presented to the user.
In (Burke et al., 1997), we reported the results of an
empirical test of FAQFinder’sperformance in terms of
recall and rejection. 1 With the system tuned for maximum recall, we tested the system on a random set
of questions collected from the FAQFinderserver logs.
We found that, in the second stage of FAQFinder’s
processing, the system correctly identified a relevant
FAQquestion for about 67%of the test questions. We
also reported that if we tuned the system for improved
rejection by adjusting the similarity threshold upward,
recall suffered more than we would like. Wehypothesized that an improvedtrade-off between recall and rejection would require deeper semantic analysis of user
and FAQquestions.
However, there was one problem in our previous
test in measuring the semantic similarity: the method
was rather naive and was not very accurate. In order
to avoid computational complexity which would arise
from disambiguating word senses, the system simply
determined the semantic similarity of two words as the
inverse of the minimumdistance between all senses of
both words. Then the semantic similarities of individual pairs of words were combinedto produce an overall
semantic similarity between a user question and a FAQ
question, Obviously, in some cases this method produces an inaccurate measure. For example, the words
"bug" and "termite" have a relatively high semantic
similarity, because "bug" and "termite" both have an
"insect" sense. However, if these words actually appeared in the questions "Howdo I check my house for
telephone bugs?" and "How do I check my house for
1Rejection is a metric somewhatanalogous to precision
which, as we will explain in section 3, we feel is a better measure of performance in the FAQFindertask than
precision.

Figure 1: User question entered as a natural language query to FAQFinder

Figure 2: The 5 highest-ranked FAQfiles
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Figure 3: The 5 best-matching FAQquestions
termites?", then the sense of "bugs" on a telephone is
not similar to "termites".
In this paper, we discuss an attempt to improve the
semantic similarity measure used in FAQFinder. Our
approach is to disambiguate word senses in both user
and FAQquestions by using WordNet, before computing the semantic similarity of the two sentences.
This way, the similarity measure becomes more accurate and the matching process becomes more efficient
compared to the previous all-sense matching. With the
addition of word sense disambiguation, we expected
that FAQFinderwould rank correct answers (i.e., FAQ
questions which are semantically the closest to the user
question) higher, thus the system would be able to
maintain recall as the threshold was increased for better rejection. Indeed, the results we present in this
paper show that FAQFinder’s recall-rejection
tradeoff benefits from the WordNet sense tagging. While
sense tagging does not improve the system’s performance when tuned for maximumrecall, we found that
as we tuned the system to gradually improve rejection,
the degradation of recall was considerably lessened as
compared to the performance of the system without
sense tagging.

FAQFinder Without Sense Tagging
FAQFinder converts each FAQquestion into a term
vector and a tagged term set. The former is used to
compute term vector similarity and coverage, while the
latter is used to computesemantic similarity.
To compute the term vector for a question, stemming is performed on terms, using the WordNet morphing function, and a stop list is used to discard many
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closed-class terms. The weight wi for each term ti in
the vector is computed using tfidf (Salton and McGill,
1983):
wi = (1 + l°gg
log(tfi))
Here, a "document" is a single question; thus, N
is the number of questions in the FAQfile, dfi is the
number of questions in which ti appears in the FAQ
file, and tfi is the number of times ti appears in the
question (usually 1).
To compute a question’s tagged term set, each term
in the question is tagged by part of speech using the
Brill tagger (Brill, 1992).2 Part of speech is used to
constrain marker passing in WordNet. Terms are also
stemmedand filtered using a stop list as before. The
set of tagged terms which remain is stored.
On-line processing proceeds as follows: first, the user
question is also converted to a term vector and a tagged
term set in the same manner as the FAQquestions. To
computetfidf, the user question is considered to be one
of the "documents"; thus N in the above equation is
increased by 1, and all FAQterm vectors are adjusted
to reflect the addition of the user question.
Next, the user question is compared with each FAQ
question, and three metrics are computed. The first
metric, term vector similarity,
is computed as follows. Let v~ = (w~z,wu2,...,w~n) be the term vector representing the user question, and let v! =
2In the version of FAQFinder
discussed in (Burkeet al.,
1997), terms were tagged with their most commonlyused
syntactic category. Wefound that this did not significantly
affect performance.

(wfl, wf2, ..., win) be the term vector representing a
FAQquestion. Term vector similarity is computed using the cosine measure:

cos(v~,,vf ) =

~ w~iwf~

5 FAQquestions with the highest similarity measures,
if they exceed a threshold, to the user. Adjusting the
threshold results in a trade-off between system recall
and rejection.

WordNet Sense Tagging
The second metric, coverage, is the percentage of
user question terms that appear in the FAQquestion. It is obtained by finding the intersection of the
(stemmedand stop list-filtered)
terms in the term vectors of the two questions.
Finally, to compute the semantic similarity metric, we use the minimumdistance between synsets in
WordNetfor pairs of terms, one term from the user
question and the other from the FAQquestion. In
general, ~(tl,t2),
the semantic distance between two
(part-of-speech) tagged terms tl and t2, each of which
has n and m WordNet senses $1 = {sl,..,Sn}
and
$2 = {h,--, rm} respectively, is the minimumof all
possible pair-wise semantic distances between $1 and
$2, that is,
(i(tl,

t2) = min~esl,rjes2 D(si, rj)

where D(si,rj)
is a path length between WordNet
synsets st and ry. For example, 5(bug,termite) is 2,
because there is a hypernym(is-a) link between "bug"
(noun sense 1) and "insect" (noun sense 1), and
hyponym(inverse is-a) link between "insect" (noun
sense 1) and "termite" (noun sense 1). If there is
path between any of the synsets of tl and t2, then

~(tl,t2) = ~.
Then, the semantic similarity between the user question and a FAQquestion is defined as follows. Let
T~ = {ul, .., Un} be the tagged term set representing
the user question and T] = {fl,..,
fro} represent a FAQ
question. Then sem(Tu,T]), the semantic similarity
between Tu and Ty, is defined as follows:
sem(Tu,
T:)I(u, f)
+ I(f, u)

IT~I
+IT:I
where
I(u,f)

= Z l+min/eT

1

6(u,f)

uET

and
I(f,u)=

~ 1+minueT

1

6(f,u)

fET

and ITul, ITfl denote the size of T~ and T:. Thus,
sem(T~,, Tf) is essentially a metric which is the normalized sum of the inverse of pair-wise semantic distances
between all words in T~ and Tf measured from both
directions.
The overall similarity measure for a user and FAQ
question is computed as a weighted sum of the term
vector similarity, coverage, and semantic similarity between the two questions. FAQFinderthen displays the
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The algorithm for sense tagging terms which we used
in the current work is based on a marker passing
(Quillian, 1968) technique. The idea behind this algorithm is to find a set of WordNetsenses, one for
each term in the question, which are semantically closest together. Although it is well-known that marker
passing will sometimes find a wrong path between 2
terms, particularly in the case of semantic garden-path
sentences such as "The astronomer married the star",
marker passing is a general technique for measuring
the closeness of semantic concepts, and has been used
in many previous AI and NLPtasks. Weanticipated
that the accuracy would be good enough to improve
FAQFinder’s performance.
Our tagging algorithm is described as follows. Let
T = {tl, t2, ..., t,} be the (part-of-speech) tagged term
set for a question, where each ti (1 < i < n) has senses
St = {sil, si2, ..., si,~}, we wish to find a combination
of n senses/synsets Smin = {s l, s2,..., Sn}, where each
st E St, such that the summingof all pair-wise distances between two synsets st andsj (1 < j < n, i ¢ j)
is minimized. In other words, we would like to obtain
a particular combination of synsets Stain, which is a
memberof the set of all combinations of term synsets
S, that minimizes the following measure A(S):
A(S) = Z min,j~s,i#jD(si,

sj)

siES

However, finding the optimal Stain requires exhaustively computing A for all possible S E S, and that
requires exponential time. Instead, we use a greedy algorithm, which computes Stain incrementally. Given a
term set T = {tl,tg., ...,t,} for a question sentence, we
first select a pair of two terms ti, tj (i ¢ j) which has
the shortest semantic distance 6(ti, tj) amongall term
pairs mT. By this, we assign senses st, sj for ti, tj
(where sl E St, sj E Sj) respectively, since st, sj are
the senses which yielded 6(ti,tj).
Then we initialize
S to be {si,sy}. After that, we incrementally expand
S by considering all remaining tl, E T, k ¢ i ¢ j and
adding the synset sk E S~ which has the shortest distance to any memberin S selected so far. This process
continues until one synset has been selected for each
t E T. If there is no st for term ti such that the distance is finite (i.e., there are no paths in WordNetfrom
st to any of the other synsets in S and D is c~), then
a default sense 0 is assigned to ti.a
SAWordNetsense tag of 0 essentially means that the
term is untagged;i.e., D(sO,s2), wheresOis tagged as sense
0 is the minimum
distance betweenall senses of the first
term and sense s2.

Our greedy algorithm described above is quite efficient: it runs in time O(n2), where n is the number
of words in a question (considering the time required
to compute the semantic distance between two synsets
is a constant). Then, we modify the computation of
semantic similarity by only using the synsets in Srn~n
in computing~(u, f).

Evaluation of FAQFinder
Recall vs. Rejection
To test the effect of our new similarity measure, we
selected a new set of 153 test questions gathered from
the FAQFinderserver logs, and compared FAQFinder’s
performance with and without WordNetsense tagging.
To do this, we prepared an "answer key" for the test
set, by manually inspecting the FAQfiles to find the
best answer to each test question. The FAQquestion
corresponding to the best answer was recorded in the
answer key as the correct match for that test question.
For some test questions, several FAQquestions were
judged to be correct matches, because their answers
provided the same information. If no FAQquestion’s
answer was suitable, then we recorded in the answer
key that the test question should not match any question. Of the 153 questions, we judged 91 to have at
least one correct matching FAQquestion, and 62 to
have no correct match.
We evaluated FAQFinder’s performance 4 based on
recall and rejection, a metric which we feel represents
performance in FAQFinder’stask better than precision
does.
Recall is computed as the percentage of test questions with at least one correct match for which
FAQFinderdisplays one of these correct matches to the
user. Although this is not the standard way to compute recall (note that FAQFinder can achieve 100%
recall by displaying only one, rather than all, correct matches for each question), we feel it is better
for the FAQFindertask, because if several FAQquestions provide the same answer, the user does not care
if FAQFinderfinds all matching questions or just one.
Rejection is computedas the percentage of test questions with no correct match for which FAQFinderdisplays no matches to the user. While FAQFinder generally displays up to 5 questions from a FAQfile, a
question is only displayed if its similarity metric exceeds a threshold; thus, if no FAQquestion’s similarity metric exceeds the threshold, then no questions are
displayed. Wefeel that rejection is a more suitable
metric for FAQFinder’stask than precision, because it
is a better measure of the system’s response to unan4The performance evaluations presented in this paper
only evaluate FAQFinder’ssecond stage of processing. For
test questions with no correct match, the second stage
was run on the FAQfile ranked highest by SMART
in response to the test question, to see if false matcheswould
be returned.

5O

swerable questions, and the answers to many questions
typed in 5by users are not contained in FAQfiles.
Figure 4 shows FAQFinder’s performance on the test
set with and without WordNet sense tagging. Maximumrecall is 62% both with and without WordNet
sense tagging. Notice that FAQFinderwith sense tagging retains recall as the threshold (and therefore rejection) is increased. With sense tagging, recall stays
above 60% until rejection is around 50% and stays
above 50%until rejection is around 75%. This means
the system correctly returns no answer half of the time
when there is indeed no answer, while maintaining
near-maximumrecall when there is an answer. Without sense tagging, recallquickly drops down to 50%
when rejection is only 37%.

Sense Tagging
As for sense tagging, our tagging algorithm assigned
(non-default) tags to 50%of the terms in all FAQand
test questions. The accuracy was around 60%. This
means that FAQFinderachieved significantly improved
rejection by disambiguating 30%of the terms. This is
a quite encouraging result, because our current tagging
method is very simple and can be improved with more
sophisticated techniques.

Conclusions

and Future

Work

We have shown that a sense tagging algorithm based
on spreading activation improves performance of the
FAQFindersystem, especially its rejection rate. Our
result agrees with other work which shows improved
document retrieval
performance by disambiguating
word senses (Sussna, 1993) or by using WordNet
synsets (Gonzalo et al., 1998).
There is much work on WordNetsense tagging which
is relevant to our own work. Several groups have incorporatedthe use of spreading activation over a hierarchically organized lexicon/concepts with other disambiguation techniques, such as Bayesian networks
(Wiebe, 1998) and learning predicate-argument structure (Resnik, 1997). Our spreading activation technique, while more straightforward than these other approaches, has the advantage that it does not require
training, and is applicable to unrestricted domains. In
future work, we plan to investigate the incorporation
of additional information to see if the accuracy of sense
tagging in FAQFindercan be improved. In particular,
FAQFinder users generally type grammatical (though
short) questions, and we wouldlike to exploit syntactic
structure if possible to improve sense disambiguation.
The work of Resnik is particularly relevant here.
Wealso plan to investigate the use of sense disambiguation in more general retrieval tasks such as Web
~Althoughprecision is affected by system performance
on unanswerablequestions, performanceon these questions
maybe overshadowedby the fact that precision also penalizes the system for displaying 5 matchesfor answerable
questionsinstead of just the correct match.
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Figure 4: Recall vs. Rejection for FAQFinderwith and without WordNetSense Tagging
search. In FAQFinder, sense tagging and calculation
of semantic similarity are much more computationally
intensive than term vector processing. However, since
FAQFinder matches single questions rather than entire documents, the computational complexity has not
been an issue. Extending our approach to matching of
HTMLdocuments would probably only be feasible if
we extracted key portions of documents, such as titles
or portions of the body marked with certain HTML
tags.
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